
Pre-Need Contracts – Asset or Liability?   
By Mike Iles

The answer is Yes, or put in other terms, it could turn out either way as you probably 
already know.  But what are the factors that determine the outcome?  Foremost is the choice of 
who funded the pre-need contract.  According to data available on-line,  a United States citizen 
who is currently age 70 (about the average age when our customers purchase their pre-need) can 
expect to live to age 85, fifteen years hence.  Therefore, in entering into an agreement to provide 
their funeral when needed,  the funeral home makes a long-term agreement.  Because of this, it is 
critically important to choose a funder equally committed and capable of meeting important 
expectations into the long-term.  What expectations exactly?  For our family funeral home business, 
it means a funder who will still be in business when we need them, and moreover will still be 
serving our business when we need them.  For example, the worst case scenario is a situation akin 
to National Prearranged Services (NPS) who went out of business leaving client funeral homes to 
collect as much as the original face amount from state insurance trusts.  The next worst case 
situation is one where the funder is still in business, but decided to stop serving the funeral 
business.  There have been many examples of this scenario, usually as a result of over-promising to 
obtain the business only to leave when their assumptions turned out to be wrong.  In the exit, these 
funders usually make up their losses by resetting policy growth at or near zero thereby turning the 
pre-need that it funded from an asset into a liability.   

PreNeed Systems along with our family funeral homes choose to exclusively use the 
products of Homesteaders Life Company, and there are many reasons they stand apart as an excel-
lent choice to fund our contracts.  First, they have an excellent track record as a fiduciary investor 
of other’s money.  Founded in 1906, CEO Graham Cook reports that they have successfully 
navigated the turbulent waters of five significant business contractions, a couple of them substan-
tial such as the current Great Recession.  Just this year, Homesteaders was rewarded for its consis-
tent record with a financial strength upgrade by well-known insurance company ratings agency 
A.M. Best.  Much of the senior management team like Graham has worked at Homesteaders for a
long time.  Homesteaders is a mutual company, a very important factor in our view because since
policyowners own Homesteaders, profitability can’t be siphoned off to benefit stockholders or the
management team (through stock options or other similar programs).  Perhaps more importantly, 
the company can’t easily be sold in a transaction that might result in a significant change of
attitude towards serving privately owned funeral homes such as yours and ours.  And finally, 
funding pre-need funeral agreements is all Homesteaders does, so when Homesteaders says in its
mission statement that they have a singular commitment to the success of our funeral homes
customers and to preserving the value of funeral service, their vested interest is to do exactly that. 
So doesn’t this sound like the type of company you’d want to partner with?  Many have agreed, 
leading Homesteaders to become among the largest providers of insurance funded pre-need. 
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PreNeed Systems, an award winning provider of pre-need marketing, contact management and 
administrative services for family owned funeral homes, is pleased to provide you with 
another service…PNS Viewpoints.  One of our goals is to share information in order to keep 
clients informed.  By discussing topics pertinent to pre-need, we wish to help our clients 
make better decisions in order to strengthen their business.  PreNeed Systems is proud to 
work with funeral homes who consider their pre-need sales program to be a strategic part of 
their business.  PNS Viewpoints is provided to you without expectation.  If you would like 
more information about PreNeed Systems or this topic, please contact Vice President of 
Sales, Lori Crabb @ lori.crabb@preneedsystems.com or (800)869-7704 ext. 410.   
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